
Survey & Measuring Guide
Top/Recess & Face Fix

1. When fitting Senses® Mirage®,
manually survey the recess
using a measuring tape to
ensure the recess depth is
greater than 80mm.

Note: Check for window furniture to
ensure blind will not make any
contact during operation.

1. Measure the width and drop of
the recess at three locations
(top/middle/bottom and left/
middle/right) and use the
smallest sizes.

TOP/RECESS FITTING (Inside Window Reveal) 

FACE FITTING  (Outside Window Reveal)

2. Measure the width and drop of
the recess at three locations
(top/middle/bottom and left/
middle/right) and use the
smallest sizes.

PLEASE NOTE:
Where survey/fitting tool is not used, a 
measured size will equal the finished blind 
size (NOT fabric size)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
All deductions for the manufacture of the blind are taken from the 

Blind Width size attained in this survey.

2. When face fitting, butt the
square edges of the tool into
the window recess, so that
the arrows point horizontally
away from the window as above.

3. Select the required overlap:
22mm (marked ‘recess fit’),
50mm, or 75mm and calculate
the Blind Width using the
recess width recorded in Step 1.

Aluminium Fascia Face Fit (22mm Overhang):Recess +84mm 
Aluminium Fascia Face Fit (50mm Overhang):Recess +140mm 
Aluminium Fascia Face Fit (75mm Overhang):Recess +190mm



Fitting Instructions
Recess Fix

2. Take the tool and bracket to the window recess. Butt the
flat vertical face of the tool against the outer face, and
hold the bracket against the top face of the recess
approximately 100mm in from either side of the recess.

1. Slide a fixing bracket, flat face up, onto the tool. Ensure
the bracket is slid all the way on, until the top face hits
the ledge on the tool, and the centres of all the holes on
the bracket are aligned with the hole on the tool.

5. Enter fascia into top brackets as shown and snap firmly
into place (Check fascia is flush with recess edge).

3. Keeping the tool in place, either drill a pilot hole through
the centre of the holes on the bracket, or - if fitting to a
suitable substrate - directly drive a screw up into the recess
until tight. Ensure the tool stays flat and square against the
recess while doing this. Once the screw is tight, the tool
can be pulled out of the bracket.
NOTE: The use of wall plugs is recommended where appropriate.

4. Repeat steps 1 – 3 at the opposite side of the recess
Additional brackets can be evenly spaced and used as
centre supports by following these recommendations:

Widths up to 0.8m require 2 brackets.
Widths up to 1.5m require 3 brackets.
Widths up to 2m require 4 brackets.
Widths up to 2.4m require 5 brackets.

6. The endcaps can move outwards 10mm at each side,
which can take up any small gaps between the headrail
and the side of the recess that may appear due to
mis-measurement.

1. To remove blind, fully raise and grip both the fabric
roll and the fascia with each hand. Rotate the entire
blind downward slightly in the direction shown to open
the top fix brackets.

2. While holding the blind in this position, pull it down and
away from the brackets.

To Remove Blind
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1. Take the tool to the window and butt the square edges into
the window recess, so that the arrows point horizontally
away from the window.

2. Pick the required overlap; 22mm (marked ‘recess fit’), 50mm
or 75mm. Keeping the tool in place, drill into the fitting
surface using a 3mm bit through 2 of the 4 holes.
It is recommended to use the top and bottom holes
where possible.

3. Centre supports are recommended on blinds over 600mm in
width and should be fitted no more than 500mm apart. If
centre supports are required, move the tool along the recess
and drill required holes.

TO REMOVE BLIND

1. Using flat blade screwdriver, release locking clip as shown
and pull fascia away from bracket.

2. Using flat blade screwdriver, release locking clip by
inserting screwdriver between bracket and end cap.

4. Remove the tool, revealing the two holes. Take the bracket
to the holes and line them up within the slots on the bracket
base. Insert screws into the holes and tighten. Using the top
and bottom slots allows for sideways adjustment of the
bracket before completely tightening. Repeat for additional
brackets and centre supports.
(Please note that the use of wall plugs is recommended
where appropriate.)

5. When all brackets have been fitted, insert blind by lining
up fascia end caps with slots on fixing brackets. Adjustment
of fascia end caps can be used to aid this process. When
both sides have been located ensure blind is pushed fully
home until locks on both the fixing and centre support have
been snapped into place.

1. 2.

Fitting Instructions
Face Fix



All our Mirage Roller fabrics can be used in the Senses Mirage system to 
bring a stylish finish to your blind.

• 6 headrail/bottom rail & endcap colours

• Compatible with existing range of Senses endcaps and fascias

• Suitable for Recess or Face Fix

• Available as Chain Operated or Child Safe Motorised System

• Senses Mirage designed bottom rail

• Fabric mount components

White Black Bronze

Cream Silver Gunmetal Grey

HEADRAIL & BOTTOM RAIL COLOURS

HEADRAIL & BOTTOM RAIL ENDCAP COLOURS

White Black Chrome Brushed Steel

Brushed Bronze Chrome Cream
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FULL ASSEMBLY PERSPECTIVE WITH CUT AWAY

Mount Endcap Set

Mount Centre Support Fascia Endcap Set

Fascia

Bottom Rail Endcap

Profile Bottom Rail

Rolling Bottom Rail

Rolling Bottom Rail Endcap

Fabric Mount




